Putative pyramidal neurons and interneurons in the monkey parietal cortex make different contributions to the performance of a visual grouping task.
Visual grouping of discrete elements is an important function for object recognition. We recently conducted an experiment to study neural correlates of visual grouping. We recorded neuronal activities while monkeys performed a grouping detection task in which they discriminated visual patterns composed of discrete dots arranged in a cross and detected targets in which dots with the same contrast were aligned horizontally or vertically. We found that some neurons in the lateral bank of the intraparietal sulcus exhibit activity related to visual grouping. In the present study, we analyzed how different types of neurons contribute to visual grouping. We classified the recorded neurons as putative pyramidal neurons or putative interneurons, depending on the duration of their action potentials. We found that putative pyramidal neurons exhibited selectivity for the orientation of the target, and this selectivity was enhanced by attention to a particular target orientation. By contrast, putative interneurons responded more strongly to the target stimuli than to the nontargets, regardless of the orientation of the target. These results suggest that different classes of parietal neurons contribute differently to the grouping of discrete elements.